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Background: Platelet-rich fibrin (PRF; Choukroun’s tech-
nique) is a second-generation platelet concentrate for surgical
use. This easy protocol allows the production of leukocyte-
and platelet-rich fibrin clots and membranes starting from
10-ml blood samples. The purposes of this study were to
determine the cell composition and three-dimensional organi-
zation of this autologous biomaterial and to evaluate the influ-
ence of different collection tubes (dry glass or glass-coated
plastic tubes) and compression procedures (forcible or soft)
on the final PRF-membrane architecture.

Methods: After centrifugation, blood analyses were per-
formed on the residual waste plasmatic layers after collecting
PRF clots. The PRF clots and membranes were processed for
examination by light microscopy and scanning electron mi-
croscopy.

Results: Approximately 97% of the platelets and >50% of
the leukocytes were concentrated in the PRF clot and showed
a specific three-dimensional distribution, depending on the
centrifugation forces. Platelets and fibrin formed large clusters
of coagulation in the first millimeters of the membrane beyond
the red blood cell base. The fibrin network was very mature
and dense. Moreover, there was no significant difference in
the PRF architecture between groups using the different tested
collection tubes and compression techniques, even if these
two parameters could have influenced the growth factor con-
tent and biologic matrix properties.

Conclusions: The PRF protocol concentrated most plate-
lets and leukocytes from a blood harvest into a single autolo-
gous fibrin biomaterial. This protocol offers reproducible
results as long as the main production principles are respected.
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T
he use of fibrin glue1 or platelet
concentrate (often named plate-
let-rich plasma [PRP])2,3 during

surgical procedures is a current treat-
ment concept used to accelerate wound
healing and tissue maturation.4 Chouk-
roun’s platelet-rich fibrin (PRF), a sec-
ond generation platelet concentrate,5

was defined as an autologous leukocyte-
and platelet-rich fibrin biomaterial.6-8

PRF was developed in France by Chouk-
roun et al.9 in 2001. Unlike other platelet
concentrates, this technique does not
require any anticoagulants or bovine
thrombin or any other gelling agent. This
open protocol is very simple and in-
expensive: blood is collected in dry glass
tubes or glass-coated plastic tubes and
immediately softly centrifuged. Three
layers are formed: a red blood cell (RBC)
base at the bottom, acellular plasma
(platelet-poor plasma [PPP]) as a super-
natant, and a PRF clot in the middle (Fig.
1A). This clot combines many healing
and immunity promoters present in the
initial blood harvest. It can be used di-
rectly as a clot or after compression as
a strong membrane (Fig. 1B).

Potential clinical indications of PRF in
oral and maxillofacial surgery are numer-
ous, including, for example, the improve-
ment of soft tissue healing10-12 and bone
graft protection and remodeling.13-15

It is also useful for Schneiderian mem-
brane protection16 or as a sole osteocon-
ductive filling material during a sinus-lift
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procedure.17 In plastic surgery, PRF clots are often di-
rectly used to fill cavities18 or mixed with an adipocyte
graft during a lipostructure.19 Membranes could also
be useful for small otologic surgery.20

Although platelet growth factors play an important
role in the biology of PRF, the fibrin architecture21,22

and leukocyte content are two key parameters.6,23

However, most studies6 on platelet concentrates only
highlight the platelet and growth factor concentra-
tions, rarely assess the leukocyte content, and almost
never analyze the fibrin structure of each product.
Nevertheless, the fibrin architecture directly influences
the biology of all fibrin-based biomaterials.24-26

The PRF clot is yielded by a natural polymerization
process during centrifugation, and its natural fibrin ar-
chitecture seems responsible for a slow release of
growth factors and matrix glycoproteins during ‡7
days.27 Such a slow release is impossible to point
out in most PRP techniques because of their brutal
platelet activation, immediate release of growth fac-
tors, and very light fibrin network produced to sustain
the concentrate injection.28

In the field of hematologic sciences, some au-
thors29 examined the clot structure in the whole blood

and in transfusion PRP. Using scanning electron mi-
croscopy (SEM), they29 observed structural changes
of the forming clot related to different thromboelas-
tography variables. However, to our knowledge, no
study has been conducted for a structural analysis
of platelet gels for surgical use like PRP or PRF.

The main objective of this study was to perform
a detailed examination of the composition and archi-
tecture of the Choukroun’s PRF clot (particularly the
distribution of the platelets and leukocytes within
the fibrin clot) using hematologic counts, photonic
microscopy, and SEM. The secondary objective of
this work was to point out the structural and morpho-
logic differences between PRFs commonly produced
with two different kinds of collection tubes (dry glass
tubes and glass-coated plastic tubes) and using two
different methods for the compression of the PRF clot
into the membrane (forcibly or softly).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation of PRF
Blood samples were collected at the Jules Ferry Insti-
tute (Cannes, France) in May 2005 from 10 healthy
male volunteers (age range: 20 to 55 years; mean
age: 35 years) with no history of aspirin intake or other
medications that might interfere with coagulation
over the previous 2 weeks. The volunteers provided
oral informed consent and the study was conducted
in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration of
1975, as revised in 2000. For each volunteer, the
blood sample (11 tubes of 9 ml each) was obtained
from an antecubital vein (in two stages: five tubes har-
vested on the right arm and six tubes harvested on the
left arm). One tube contained an anticoagulant for
current whole blood analysis (control group). The
10 other tubes were taken without anticoagulant for
PRF production (test groups): five were taken in dry
glass tubesi (series 1) and five in glass-coated plastic
tubes¶ (series 2).30

The blood collection was performed quickly, and
the tubes were immediately centrifuged at 3,000 rpm
for 10 minutes with a specific table centrifuge# at
room temperature. After centrifugation, the PRF
clot was removed from the tube using sterile tweezers,
separated from the RBC base using scissors, and
placed in a sterile metal cup. Each PRF clot started
to release its serum (PRF-clot exudate) and was ready
for compression into the membrane. In each series
(dry glass or glass-coated plastic tubes), two clots
were emptied from their serum by compressing them
with a metal spoon (forcible exudate extraction;
method 1), and two clots were left aside to release
their serum slowly during 20 minutes into a metal

Figure 1.
A) The PRF clot was produced in either dry glass tubes or glass-coated
plastic tubes. B) The clots were collected and changed into membranes.
This autologous biomaterial that was built with fibrin, platelets, and
leukocytes showed a specific architecture.

i Process protocol, Process, Nice, France.
¶ Process protocol, Process.
# Process protocol, Process.
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cup (soft exudate extraction; method 2). Each PRF
clot exudate was transferred back to its original prep-
aration tube for hematologic analysis. Finally, in each
series, the fifth clot was processed for SEM evaluation
and fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde directly with its se-
rum content without compression.

All membranes underwent a final compression on
sterile woven gauzes to flush out a maximum of fluids;
the dehydration facilitated fixation and processing for
histology. In each series, the four emptied membranes
were sent for histologic examination; in each method
group (forcible or soft exudate extraction), one mem-
brane was analyzed using light microscopy, and one
membrane was analyzed using SEM.

In summary, for each volunteer, 11 blood samples
were collected: one sample for direct blood analyses
(control group) and 10 samples for PRF production
(test groups). For the test groups, two PRF clots (from
different series) were gathered for SEM analyses, and
eight membranes were collected, each membrane be-
ing different and defined by a series (dry glass or
glass-coated plastic tubes), a method (forcible or soft
exudate extraction), and a microscopy analysis (light
or SEM).

Leukocyte and Platelet Counts
For each volunteer, three types of harvesting were an-
alyzed using an automatized counter** at the hema-
tologic laboratory (Jules Ferry Institute) after isotonic
dilution:

d whole blood with anticoagulant (control group):
one sample per volunteer;

d RBC base put back into solution using the PPP su-
pernatant and the PRF clot exudate obtained by
strong compression (method 1): four samples per
volunteer (two in dry glass tubes and two in glass-
coated plastic tubes);

d RBC base put back into solution using the PPP su-
pernatant and the PRF clot exudate obtained with-
out compression (method 2): four samples per
volunteer (two in dry glass tubes and two in glass-
coated plastic tubes).

The hemogram was performed by an impedance
measurement. The leukocyte formula was evaluated
by flow cytometry. The mean platelet volume was also
measured.

Histologic Procedures for Light-Microscopy
Evaluation
PRF membranes were dehydrated in increasing gradi-
ents of alcohol (70%, 95%, and 100%) and placed in
toluene before paraffin inclusion. After complete de-
hydration, the membrane was ;0.5 mm thick. For
each PRF membrane, a series of 20 successive
7-mm sections was performed according to the long
axis of the membrane; i.e., ;140 mm of the mem-

brane thickness could be analyzed in a longitudinal
and reliable manner. These 20 sections were stained
using two different specific protocols: 10 sections with
hemalaun and eosin and 10 sections with Masson’s
trichrome (modified by Goldner) (Fig. 2).

Histologic Procedures for SEM Evaluation
A morphologic evaluation of the PRF clot and mem-
brane was conducted with a scanning electron micro-
scope.†† The PRF clot and membrane were fixed in
2.5% glutaraldehyde for 1 hour and treated for dessi-
cation. To observe the fibrin matrix, the PRF clot was
cut longitudinally in its center, and the membrane was
cut at each end (Fig. 3). Specimens were sputter-
coated with 20 nm gold and subsequently examined
in a scanning electron microscope. Photographs were
taken at 15 to 25 kV using 15 to 3,500 magnifications.
SEM was used to complete the observations of the
photonic microscopy concerning the identification
of the cell bodies trapped in the matrix (leukocytes,
platelets, and RBCs) and to analyze the overall archi-
tecture of the fibrin network.

Analyses of Platelet and Leukocyte Distribution
Each series of stained longitudinal sections observed
by light microscopy was analyzed by counting the
violet spots in the different areas of the membrane.
These spots represented platelet aggregates and leu-
kocytes. The distinction between platelet aggregates
and leukocytes was only possible by morphologic ex-
amination in the microscope and, thus, was very op-
erator-dependent. The detailed examination of these
successive sections allowed us to obtain an approxi-
mate charting of the platelet/leukocyte colonies clus-
tered in the PRF network.

Statistical Analyses
This study was mainly descriptive. However, results of
blood countings were analyzed statistically. Results
obtained in dry glass tubes (series 1) and glass-
coated plastic tubes (series 2) were compared to each
other globally and within each method group and
finally compared to the control group. Moreover, in
each series, the two methods were compared to one
another. Statistical analyses were performed by
one-way analysis of variance, and when there was
a significant difference, the Tukey test was used. P
values <0.05 were considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

Platelet and Leukocyte Counts
Blood analyses are usually difficult to interpret be-
cause of large interindividual variations. In the present
study, it was not possible to demonstrate either a
significant difference (P >0.05) in residual blood

** HMX Beckman Coulter Automat, Beckman Coulter, Fullerton, CA.
†† JEOL JSM-5310 LV, Jeol, Tokyo, Japan.
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contents between method groups (forcible or soft exu-
dateextraction) or any difference between the tube se-
ries (dry glass tubes and glass-coated plastic tubes),
globally or within each method group (Tables 1 and
2).

On the other hand, we noted significant differences
between the test groups and the control group
(P <0.01). The concentration effect due to membrane

extraction from the PRF tube
was taken into account: the fi-
brin volume that was removed
from the tube was about 1 ml,
indicating that cell concentra-
tions might be higher in the test
groups compared to the control
group. This was what we ob-
served for the RBCs.

Inversely, almost all platelets
(>97%) were absent from the
test group tubes after PRF-
membrane extraction. In the
test groups, the leukocyte levels
dropped significantly compared
to the control group (P <0.01);
taking into account the concen-
tration effect due to PRF collec-
tion, more than the half of
the leukocytes seemed to have
disappeared (Table 1). The
missing platelets and leukocytes
remained trapped in the PRF
matrix when using the described
collection method with scissors.
The absence of a difference be-
tween the two method groups
(P >0.05) seems to indicate that
the brutal compression of the
PRF clot did not influence the
possible release of cell bodies
trapped within the fibrin matrix.

Moreover, the leukocyte for-
mula was again significantly
different between the control
group and test groups (Table 2).
In the test groups, lymphocyte
proportions were significantly
lower, and neutrophil-leukocyte
proportions were significantly
higher, than in the control group
(P <0.01). This result indicated
that lymphocytes were more
likely to be trapped in the PRF
matrix than the other leukocytes,
which tended to be eliminated
with the residual RBC base.

Finally, the mean platelet vol-
ume decreased significantly between the control and
test groups (P <0.01): it dropped from 9 mm3 (range: 8
to 11 mm3) in whole blood to 4.7 mm3 (4.5 to 5.1 mm3)
in the test groups (for the residual platelets that re-
mained in the tube after PRF-clot collection). This
phenomenon would normally be due to the increase
of the plasmatic osmolarity in the tube after the acti-
vation cascades of coagulation.

Figure 2.
Light-microscopy analysis of the PRF clots. A andB)The hemalaunand eosin stainingswere not sufficient to
correctly distinguish the various cell bodies trapped in the fibrin matrix. C and D) Using Masson’s trichrome
staining, it was possible to more easily separate platelet aggregates and leukocytes (dark blue) from RBCs
(red). Magnifications (G) are indicated in each panel.
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Light-Microscopy Study
The PRF clot can be described as composed of two
main parts observable with the naked eye (Fig. 1B):
a fibrin yellow portion, constituting the main body,

and a red portion located at
the end of the clot (full of RBCs).
Between these two areas, a whit-
ish layer called the ‘‘buffy coat’’
(similar to the whitish layer in
PRP technologies) can be ob-
served with the naked eye and
concentrates cell corpuscules
requiring identification (Fig. 2).

With the hemalaun and eosin
staining, the fibrin matrix ap-
peared homogeneous in light
pink, and platelet aggregates
were dark blue/violet (Fig. 2A).
RBCs and leukocyte cytoplasm
were not easily detectable: they
were darker pink. The leukocyte
nuclei were stained in dark blue
with the hemalaun, but they
looked like platelet aggregates.

Therefore, it was very difficult to distinguish them from
the platelet aggregates (Fig. 2B).

With Masson’s trichrome (modified by Goldner)
staining, platelet aggregates were still dark blue, but

Table 1.

Number of Leukocytes, RBCs, and Platelets in the Whole Blood (control group)
and Residual RBC Base After Collection of the PRF Membrane (test groups)

Leukocytes/ml RBCs/ml Platelets/ml

Sample Average Range Average Range Average Range

Control 6,900 6,100 to 7,800 5.19 (106) 5.01 to 5.52 (106) 2.66 (105) 2.18 to 3.09 (105)

Series 1 3,500 3,000 to 3,800 5.89 (106) 5.75 to 6.08 (106) 6,000 4,000 to 8,000

Series 2 3,600 3,300 to 4,000 5.84 (106) 5.78 to 5.91 (106) 7,000 6,000 to 9,000

Table 2.

Leukocyte Formula Established in the Whole Blood (control group) and Residual Base
After Collection of the PRF Membrane (test groups)

Total Blood (%) Series 1 (%) Series 2 (%)

Cell Type Average Range Average Range Average Range

Neutrophil leukocytes 51.8 49.7 to 53.2 72.1 66.1 to 77.1 66.4 60.9 to 71.4

Eosinophil leukocytes 2.9 2.3 to 3.1 6.1 3.4 to 8.8 5.1 3.9 to 6.1

Basophil leukocytes 0.5 0.3 to 0.8 0.1 0.0 to 0.3 0.4 0.1 to 0.9

Lymphocytes 37.7 35.1 to 39.2 17.5 15.0 to 20.4 24.8 21.4 to 28.0

Monocytes 7.1 6.9 to 7.6 4.2 1.1 to 7.6 3.3 2.5 to 5.0

Total (average) per ml 6,900 (100%) 3,500 (100%) 3,600 (100%)

Figure 3.
A) Preparation of the PRF clot for SEM analysis. B) The first pictures at low magnification (·15)
demonstrated fibrin-clot shrinkage due to fixation and the artifact concavity in the center of the PRF
clot (after sectioning in two parts along its long axis).
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RBCs were stained in bright red and became easily
identifiable. Leukocytes were still difficult to separate
within the stained platelet aggregates. Nevertheless,
the borderline between RBCs and platelet aggre-
gates/leukocytes was very clear (Fig. 2C). In the tran-
sition layer, platelet aggregates, leukocytes, and
RBCs were mixed together (Fig. 2D).

SEM Evaluation
The observation of the PRF clot at a low magnification
(·15) showed that the clot presented a concavity in its
middle part (Fig. 3). This was caused by matrix
shrinkage due to fixation (artifact). In the red part of
the PRF clot, RBCs were enmeshed in the fibrin net-
work. RBC shapes were normal, but the fibrin-strand
network appeared immature (Fig. 4). At the junction
between the red and yellow parts of the PRF clot (the
buffy coat area), the SEM examination showed leuko-
cytes that clearly appeared as spherical structures with

irregular surface (Fig. 5A). Most of them seemed quite
small (between 6 to 8 mm in diameter) and, thus, could
have been mainly lymphocytes, as pointed out in the
previously investigated leukocyte counts. Platelet ag-
gregates appeared very clearly along the fibrin strands
(Fig. 5B).

Beyond the buffy coat base, we distinguished two
different areas: the first area was composed of thick
fibrin strands and a few scattered RBCs (probably
from contamination during clot handling). The fibrin
network appeared to be mature (Fig. 6). The second
area corresponded to the platelet veins observed
by light microscopy. This area contained platelets
and fibrin that formed large and dense clusters due
to extensive aggregation and clotting (Fig. 7). This
aggregate formed a solid and thick mesh. Therefore,
platelets seemed to be highly activated during the
PRF-preparation protocol.

When observed at a low magnification, the PRF-
membrane surface showed the
print of the gauze threads. Fibrin
is a physiologic glue; therefore,
the compression of the fibrin
clot into a membrane provided
a very compact matrix. To ob-
serve the fibrin, we cut one end
of the membrane (Fig. 8A).
At a higher magnification, fibrin
was clearly organized in parallel
strands that appeared very
thick and dense (Fig. 8B). It
was impossible to distinguish
cellular elements trapped within
this condensed network.

Distribution Analyses
The highest platelet/leukocyte
density was found in the first
millimeter of the yellow clot,
just after the red clot. The plate-
let/leukocyte distribution be-
came increasingly scarce as
we moved away from the clot
end, and we did not find any-
more platelets or leukocytes
beyond the first half of the yel-
low clot.

In the first 2 mm located
beyond the yellow/red bor-
der, the platelet/leukocyte dis-
tribution was homogeneous
throughout the clot width. The
more we moved away from the
yellow/red border, the more
platelets (and leukocytes) were
grouped according to central or

Figure 4.
A and B) The red area of the PRF clot contained many RBCs trapped within an immature and very loose
fibrin matrix (SEM; original magnification: A, ·750; B, ·2,000).

Figure 5.
A) At the borderline between the red area and yellow clot, clusters of RBCs and leukocytes were found with
SEM. Leukocytes appeared like spherical structures with an irregular surface (white circles). Most of them
seemed quite small (between 6 to 8 mm in diameter) and, thus, could have been mainly lymphocytes. B)
Platelets were often enmeshed in the fibrin network but sometimes appeared as aggregates (white circles)
that were easily identified. (Original magnification: A, ·1,500; B, ·3,500).
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centrifugal platelet-concentration veins. These veins
offered high platelet/leukocyte densities within a
cell-free matrix. This corresponded to what we might
observe on a PRF clot with the naked eye: the whitish
veins seemed to concentrate on the external surface
of the clot.

We observed that this architecture was similar from
one clot to another, independently from the patients,
collection tubes, or the method of PRF-clot compres-
sion. Thus, the Choukroun’s PRF protocol was mainly
defined by a mechanical concept where platelets and
leukocytes were projected within the fibrin clot in for-
mation and seemed very stable, even with slightly
modified production variables.

The reconstructed image illustrated in Figure 2 is
a stylish extrapolation of the observed platelet/leuko-
cyte distribution.

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study is to assess platelet and leu-
kocyte amounts and distributions within the PRF clot
and membrane, the influence of clot compression on
the fibrin network, and the influence of slightly differ-
ent preparation tubes on the final product.

Platelet counts clearly showed that there was
hardly any platelet left within the RBC layer, the
PPP, or the exudate provided by compressing the
PRF clot. Thus, most of the platelets originating from
the whole-blood sample were collected in the PRF
membranes. This result was expected because of
the close relationship between fibrin and platelets af-
ter clotting, and seemed to confirm the first studies7,27

on concentrations of platelet growth factor in PRF
membranes. Leukocyte counts confirmed that more
than half of the leukocytes were trapped in PRF mem-
branes, and small lymphocytes seemed mainly col-
lected, as confirmed by the SEM examination. These
leukocytes were already pointed out in cell cultures

with PRF and did not seem to
be damaged during the PRF
preparation.23

This result has a strong clini-
cal impact because the quantity
of leukocytes implanted within
each membrane isconsiderable,
and small lymphocytes are par-
ticularly efficient in the regula-
tion of inflammatory reactions.
Moreover, the cell composition
of PRF implies that this biomate-
rial is a blood-derived living
tissue and must be handled
carefully to keep its cellular con-
tent alive and stable.12

The photonic microscopy
study showed that the platelet

and leukocyte distribution within the clot was not uni-
form. Platelets and leukocytes were concentrated in
an intermediate layer located between RBCs and the
fibrin clot and represent a macroscopic buffy coat
on the PRF-clot surface. Therefore, when harvesting
clots for surgical use, practitioners should collect this
intermediate whitish layer. Thus, it is necessary to
preserve a small RBC layer at the PRF clot end to col-
lect as many platelets and leukocytes as possible.
This part of the procedure is done with scissors and re-
mains operator-dependent, and, thus, an accurate
knowledge of the clot architecture is required for ad-
equate PRF preparation. This knowledge is also very
important for a reasoned clinical use of PRF, because
the exact same biologic and clinical effects from the
two extremities of a PRF membrane cannot be ex-
pected.Thus, thesurgical techniquesshouldbecarefully

Figure 6.
SEM examination of the fibrin yellow clot revealed a dense and
mature fibrin matrix with a very low quantity of identifiable bodies
(RBCs, leukocytes, or platelet aggregates) trapped inside (original
magnification ·2,000).

Figure 7.
A and B) In the whitish veins within the yellow clot, the platelet aggregates were closely merged into
a dense and mature fibrin matrix (SEM; original magnification A, ·1,000; B, ·1,500).
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adapted to themembranecomposition for somedelicate
applications such as periodontal surgery.12

The SEM evaluation showed that RBCs were widely
predominant in the red part of the PRF clot, and the
leukocytes were distributed at the junction between
the red and yellow parts of the clot. Only a few RBCs
were identified in the rest of the clot, which were prob-
ably artifacts due to clot handling. Platelet morphol-
ogy is totally modified by aggregation and clotting
processes.31 Therefore, it was not possible to identify
non-activated platelets (discoid bodies) but rather
only a large aggregate of platelet-fibrin polymers.
Kawasaki et al.29 obtained the same results with
thrombin-activated PRP and showed the contribution
of platelets to the structural rigidity of the fibrin network.

The PRF-membrane examination showed the ef-
fect of compression on the fibrin matrix: the fibrin
strands were condensed and stuck to each other.

PRF membranes were denser than a blood clot or even
a common PRP. The effects of this condensation on
the fibrin resorption time and healing properties
should be investigated. When PRF membranes are
used for wound closure in oral surgery, the mean re-
sorption time of these membranes is quite long,10 fol-
lowing a slow remodeling process of the fibrin matrix
into a healing tissue.

Finally, despite theanalyticmethod thatweselected,
this study remained mainly descriptive. During clot
handling, the RBC aggregates often broke, which ren-
dered the microscopy examination of the RBC base
(located 3 mm beyond the yellow/red border) very
difficult. Moreover, when using the cell counters, the
platelets activated during centrifugation may be diffi-
cult to detect in the RBC base placed back in suspen-
sion in the PPP and PRF exudate. According to the
manufacturer of the counting automat, the activated
platelets were detectable as long as they were not
totally disrupted. It is difficult to assess how many plate-
lets were totally disrupted during the PRF preparation.

Despite these limits, this preliminary study allowed
us to define the main cell and matrix characteristics of
the PRF clot and membrane. A clear definition of the
PRF composition was an essential prerequisite to guar-
antee the reproducibility of the technique and to allow
future investigations on a clearly identified and repro-
ducible standardized protocol. The Choukroun’s PRF
concept is founded on a mechanical concentration
process during clot formation and leads to a specific
clot architecture that is very different from a simple fi-
brin bulk. Not respecting the original protocol might
lead to PRF-like clots with inadequate fibrin and plate-
let and leukocyte concentrations, jeopardize the intrin-
sic incorporation of growth factors within the fibrin
network,27 and yield variations in the clinical results.12

CONCLUSIONS

The PRF clot contained most of the platelets and leuko-
cytes from a 10-ml blood sample, and their distribution
followedathree-dimensionalpatternyieldedbythecen-
trifugation process. The correct knowledge of the PRF
architecture is very important for a reasoned use of
PRF clots and membranes in various clinical situations.
This studyshowed that the type of tested tube(dryglass
orglass-coatedplastic tubes)and thecompressionpro-
cessoftheclot(forcibleorsoft)didnotseemtoinfluence
the architecture of this autologous biomaterial. Never-
theless, these two parameters could influence the
growth-factor content and the matrix properties of the
product and should be analyzed carefully.
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Figure 8.
A) SEM examination of a PRF-membrane surface at a low magnification
showed traces of woven gauzes that were used for the final clot
compression into a membrane before fixation for histologic analysis. This
compression allowed for a very compact fibrin matrix to be obtained. B)
Enlargement of the rectangle in panel A. Transversal sections of the
membrane were observed and clearly showed that the fibrin was
organized in very thick parallel bundles. (Original magnification: A, ·100;
B, ·750.)
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